In the context of the increasing number of works on multisensory and cross-modal effects in cerebral processing, a review is made on the functional model of human brain proposed by Justo Gonzalo (1910Gonzalo ( -1986, in relation to what he called central syndrome (caused by unilateral lesion in the parieto-occipital cortex, equidistant from the visual, tactile and auditory projection areas). The syndrome is featured by a bilateral, symmetric and multisensory involvement, and by a functional depression with dynamic effects dependent on the neural mass lost and related to physiological laws of nervous excitability. Inverted or tilted vision as well as tactile and auditive inversion, under minimum stimulus, appears as a stage of incomplete integration, being almost corrected under higher stimulus or facilitation by multisensory integration. The syndrome reveals aspects of the brain dynamics that suggest a functional continuity and unity of the cortex. A functional gradients scheme was proposed in which the specificity of the cortex is distributed with a continuous variation. This syndrome is interpreted as a scale reduction in the nervous excitability of the system, the different sensory qualities being affected allometricaly according to scaling laws. A continuity from lower to higher sensory functions was proposed. The sensory growth by an increase of the stimulus or by multisensory facilitation is found to follow approximately power laws, that would reflect basic laws of biological neural networks. We restrict the analysis to the visual system.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, many works reported on multisensory and cross-modal effects in integrative cerebral processes (e.g., [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] referring only to some recent works among many others). It was found that cross-modal interactions can affect activity in cortical regions traditionally regarded as "unimodal", as it occurs for example in the contribution of visual cortex to tactile perception [11, 13, 14] . Some of these multisensory interactions have been revealed by functional magnetic resonance imaging, positron emission tomography and analysis of blood oxygen level. According to some authors, all these findings suggest that longstanding notions of cortical organization need to be revised to include multisensory interactions as a inherent component of functional brain organization [1] (see also [15] and references therein).
In this order of ideas, we recall in the present work the pioneering research of Justo Gonzalo (1910 Gonzalo ( -1986 [16, 17, 18] . This author studied about one hundred selected patients with brain injuries from the Spanish Civil War . Twelve of them with brain injury in the parieto-occipital zone and special features led to characterize what the author called "central"syndrome of the cortex, and to propose a dynamic interpretation of cerebral localizations. This allowed the author to explain the cases of first hand and others reported in the literature as the much-discussed Schn. case [19] . The author developed a functional model of some aspects of brain dynamics based on functional gradients through the cortex and scaling laws of dynamic systems, supported by physiological laws of nervous excitability. It was exposed in part in [16] and further developed in [17, 18, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26] . It offers a framework to understand at a functional level, several aspects of the integrative cerebral process. The immediate repercussion of this research (e.g., [27, 28, 29] ) diverted later towards the development of cerebral processing models [23, 24, 30, 31, 32, 33] , apart of historical notes [34, 35] .
The central syndrome [16, 17, 18] is originated from a unilateral parieto-occipital lesion equidistant from the visual, tactile and auditory projection areas ("central" zone) as shown in Fig.1 , A (the middle of area 19, the anterior part of area 18 and the most posterior of area 39, in Brodmann terminology). It presents a multisensory and symmetric affection; visual, tactile and auditory systems are equally affected, in all its functions and with symmetric bilaterality. In the visual system for example, in addition to other disorders, there is a bilateral and symmetric concentric reduction of the visual field (Fig.  1, A) with gradation of the involvement from the center to the periphery. This syndrome involves a loss of rather unspecific (or multispecific) neural mass and is characterized by a functional depression shown for example in the excitation threshold curves in Fig. 2 [16, 18] . In this figure we see that the thresholds of the acute case M are greater than those of the less intense case T (with a smaller lesion), and the thresholds of T are greater than in a normal man. This depression presents dynamic phenomena related to transformations of the central nervous excitability which depend on the quantity of neural mass lost. These phenomena are [16, 18] : (a) Functional disgregation or dissociation of sensory qualities (normally united in perception) according to their excitability demands, i.e., sensory qualities are gradually lost as the stimulus intensity diminishes. For instance, when the illumination of an upright white arrow was diminishing, the arrow perceived is at first upright and well defined, next it is perceived to be more and more rotated in the frontal plane (Fig. 3) becoming at the same time smaller and losing its form and colors in a well-defined physiological order, the perceived tilt (almost inverted vision in the acute syndrome case M) being dependent on the size, distance, illumination and exposure time of the test object. In the tactile system, five stages were distinguished successively in the dissociated perception of a mechanical pressure stimulus on one hand, as the energy of the stimulus was increased: first, primitive tactile sensation without localization, then, contralateral localization (inverted perception), and finally, normal localization which required intense stimulus. A mobile stimulus was perceived in the inversion phase with a very shortened trajectory (approximately 1/10 in case M). In the auditory system, there was a dissociation between simple sonorousness (weak stimulus) and real tone (stronger stimulus) of a particular sound. Contralateral localization (spatial inversion) of a sound stimulus occurred only in the most acute case M when the stimulus was weak and the patient was in inactive state (free of facilitation). The inverted perception always lacked tonal quality. In language, diverse aphasic aspects occurred depending on the stimulation, it will be exposed in a future work.
(b) Capability to multisensory facilitation (the perception of a stimulus is improved by adding simultaneously one or more different stimuli). It modifies the cerebral system essentially, becoming more rapid and excitable, i.e., it supplies in part the neural mass lost in the "central"lesion, thus reducing the mentioned dissociation. It was found that a strong muscular stress was very efficient at improving the perception (see the facilitated cases in Fig. 2 . Other types of facilitation to visual perception were binocular summation and tactile and acoustic stimuli, for example.
(c) Capability to temporal summation, which is merely a particular means of stimulation. The slowness of the cerebral system in central syndrome makes the cerebral excitation to a short stimulus to decay slowly. If a second stimulus arrives before this excitation has completely fallen down, excitations are summed up, so that it is possible to achieve an excitation threshold to produce a sensory perception, reducing so the mentioned pathological dissociation. It was shown [23] that it is possible to model the temporal dynamics of simple sensory functions as a first-order linear time-dispersive system having as a first approach a time response χ 0 e −a/t (t is time) to a short impulse stimulus. The reaction velocity a and the permeability to the excitation χ 0 of the cerebral system decrease when the deficit (due to the lesion) of active "central"neural mass is greater, but the ratio a/χ 0 increases significantly and can be considered as a constant for each sensory function of a given cerebral system without facilitation.
Thus, the importance of the central syndrome (say, symmetric multisensory syndrome) lies in the fact that changes in the stimulation intensity (and then in nervous excitation) reveal aspects of the dynamics of the cerebral cortex, multisensory integration, and organization of sensory structures combined with the direction function manifested in the tilted or almost inverted perception. Spatial inversion appears as an essential fact in the sensory organization. In a recent review [25] , the inverted or tilted perception disorder observed and interpreted by Gonzalo, is put in relation with the increasing number of reported cases with this anomaly in the last years (for example [37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42] among many others reviewed in [25] ). In tilted vision, a rather similar degradation of the perception to that referred in (a) was reported in [42] .
We expose in the following the principal features of the model proposed by Gonzalo highlighting the connection with recent research.
II. FUNCTIONAL CEREBRAL GRADIENTS
From the first hand cases and others reported in the literature, the diverse syndromes were ordered according to the position and magnitude of the lesion [18] . The central syndrome refers, as said above, to lesions in the "central"zone, equidistant from the visual, tactile and auditive projection paths. Syndromes corresponding to lesions in the projection paths were called in this context "marginal" or "peripheral"syndromes, the defectfunctional suppression-is restricted to the contralateral half of the corresponding sensory system and scarcely present dynamic effects. Intermediated syndromes were called "paracentral"syndromes, with different degree in the bilateral symmetry involvement (see Fig. 1 ).
The complete gradation found between the central syndrome, and a marginal syndrome, through the variety of paracentral syndromes lead to the definition of two types of continuous functions through the cortex called "cerebral gradients" [18] , shown schematically in Fig. 4 . One type comprises the specific sensory functional densities, of contralateral character, with maximum value in the respective projection area and decreasing gradually towards more "central"zone and beyond so that the final decline of the specific visual function density, for example, must reach all the tactile area, as shown in Fig. 4 , as well as other specific areas including their primary zones. This type of function takes into account and combines the factors of position and magnitude of the lesion, since the more "central"is the lesion, the more extensive must be the lesion to originate the same intensity in a specific anomaly. For a given position of the lesion, its magnitude determines de degree of functional depression. The other type of function, of unspecific (or multispecific) character, is maximum in the "central" region (where the decline of the above mentioned specific functions overlap) and vanishes towards the projection areas. It re- presents the multisensory effect in the anomalies and the bilaterality or interhemispheric effect by the action of the corpus callosum. Each point of the cortex is then characterized by a combination of specific contralateral action with unspecific "central" and bilateral action.
In the visual system for example, for the visual function to be normal, the action of the region with greatest visual sensory function density is not enough, and the whole specific functional density, say f, in gradation through the cortex, must be involved in the integrative cerebral process, leading to the normal sensory visual function F . Analogously for the other senses and qualities. In a schematic way, f is related to the derivative of this integration through the cortex, which justifies it was named gradient. This function f takes into account the density of specific neurons through the cortex and their connections, representing the dynamic aspect of its anatomic basis. A sensory signal in a projection area is only an inverted and constricted outline that must be elaborated (magnified, reinverted, ...), i.e., integrated over the whole region of the cortex where the corresponding specific sensory functional density f is extended. Magnification would be due to the increase in recruited cerebral mass, and reinversion due to some effect of cerebral plasticity, (following an spiral growth as the growth of the arrow in Fig. 3 ). In the visual system, reinversion and bilateralization would occur in the 18 and 19 Brodmann areas where the sensory representation is already reinverted. A remarkable result is, for example, the significant participation of the traditionally "extravisual" cortex in the maintenance of the visual field.
The projection zones where the respective specific functional gradients are maximum, are highly organized and differentiated (in biological terms), i.e., highly specialized. They are phylogenetically the oldest zones of the isocortex and the nervous activity has an anatomic representation. In contrast, the "central"zone which is more recent, is rather unspecific with capacity for adaptation or learning. It is very small in animals, even in other mammals, but it has great extension in man. A schematic representation of the visual, tactile and auditory gradients is shown in Fig. 5 .
Certain sensory functional densities would arise from the superposition of functional gradients of different systems, as in the case of primary alexia where the corresponding functional specific (lexical) gradient would result from the superposition of auditory and visual ones, leading to a lexical bell gradient between the two systems. In some cases, a gradient with hemispherical dominance has to be added.
As opposed to the rigid separation of zones, the functional gradients account for a functional continuity and physiological heterogeneity of the cortex, this one being subjected to a common principle of organization. This scheme, mere abstraction of the observed facts, offers a dynamic conception of quantitative localizations which permits an ordering and an interpretation of multiple phenomena and syndromes. Also, this scheme is in relation to recent works suggesting that traditional specific cortical domains are separated from one another by transitional multisensory zones [15] , and that multisensory interactions occur even in the primary sensory cortices [1, 3, 13] . 
III. SCALE REDUCTION IN CENTRAL SYNDROME. ALLOMETRIC SCALING LAWS IN THE DISPLAY OF SENSORY QUALITIES
The cerebral system after a "central"lesion, once the new dynamic equilibrium is reached, was considered a scale reduction in the nervous excitability of the cerebral system since the originated functional depression maintains, nevertheless, the same cerebral organization as in normal case. This can be appreciated, for example, in the hypoexcitability of the nervous centers shown in the excitability (Fig. 2) and luminosity threshold curves, and also in the concentric reduction of the visual field, its sensibility profile (see Fig. 6 ) and visual acuity. All these functions experienced a down shifting in their values, but keeping the same form as in a normal case [18] .
Then, the concept of dynamic similitude, according to which different parts of a dynamic system change differently under a change in the size of the system, was applied. In particular, in biological growth, the sizes of two parts (say x and y) of a biological system are approximately related by a scaling power law of the type
n being different for different parts (y 1 , y 2 , ...) of the system. These parts change then differently, i.e., allometrically [43] . This power relation means that the rates of growth of the two parts compared are proportional, i.e., (1/y)(dy/dt) = n(1/x)(dx/dt) (obtained from Eq. (1) by taking the logarithm and differentiating). These ideas were applied by Gonzalo [21] to the growth (or reduction) of the sensory qualities, linked each one to a nervous excitation demand (i.e., to a quantity of neural mass). An allometric variation of the sensory qualities was then proposed. For the pure central syndrome cases studied [18] , normalized values of the visual direction function y 1 and of the acuity function y 2 , versus normalized untouched visual field surface x, are plotted in Fig. 7 (a) . The acute case M (with considerable neural mass lost), the less intense case T (with less neural mass lost than M) and a normal case N are indicated. Errors are greater in cases with intense central syndrome because of their high sensory degradation and the high capability to facilitation by temporal and multisensory summation. The values plotted are normalized with respect to the normal value. The direction function is considered 0 o for the total inverted perception of the upright test arrow, and 180 o for the upright perception (normal), i.e., the maximum value is achieved in a normal integrative process from the inverted signal in the projection path. For a normal case, N, the normalized values x, y 1 and y 2 are the unity, the maximum value. For case M, the corresponding values are very small since the non-normalized values are, 6 degrees for the visual field width, 0.04 for the acuity and 160 degrees for the perceived direction.
We can see in Fig. 7(a) that the data fit approximately to power laws. Since y 1 and y 2 are 1 for x = 1, the value A of Eq. (1) is 1 and the approximate allometric power laws found are y 1 = x 0,5 for the direction function and y 2 = x 0,1 for the acuity function. If the widths of the visual fields are considered instead of the surface values x, there is no evidence of power laws.
In order to appreciate the loss of the sensory functions in the pathological disgregation of the sensorium in central syndrome, the loss of direction function (1 − y 1 ) and the loss of visual acuity (1 − y 2 ) are plotted in Fig. 7(b) versus the loss of visual field (1 − x), together with a qualitative representation of the loss of other functions: an elementary one as luminosity and a higher one as gnosia, according to the observed facts. The origin of the graphs corresponds to a normal man (N). We can see that for a particular loss of visual field (due to the scale reduction originated by a particular central lesion), a split of the different qualities occurs so that the higher ones (e.g., gnosia) are loss in a higher degree than the lower (elementary) ones (e.g., luminosity). The order of the split corresponds to the order of complexity (or excitability demand) of the sensory functions and to the order they are lost due to the shifts in their threshold excitabilities. This is the formal description of the mentioned functional depression where the most complex qualities, with greatest nervous excitability (and integration) demand, become lost or delayed in greater degree than the most simple ones (with lower excitability demand). Sensations usually considered as elementary are then seen to be decomposed into several functions, one of them being the direction function, thus revelling up to a certain extent, the organization of the sensorium. Very small differences in the excitation of different qualities occur already in the normal individual (in colors for example), and they grow considerably in central syndrome. In this context, it could be said that the cerebral system of the normal man works like an almost saturated system, in the sense that a very low stimulus induces cerebral excitation enough to perceive not only the simplest sensory functions but also the most complex ones in a synchronized way.
In relation to the scheme of cerebral gradients, and for a sensory system, the functional gradient in normal man must be understood as an ensemble of several functional densities f i for different qualities in gradation through the cortex, each one with different slope according to its excitability and integration demand. In the new equilibrium achieved in central syndrome the deficit of neural excitation affects these functions f i differently. Their incomplete cerebral integration gives place to the respective reduced sensory qualities F i , each one reduced differently (allometrically). The mentioned disgregation phenomenon of the perception in the functional depression corresponds then to different stages of incomplete integration in different degree for the different qualities.
IV. SENSORY GROWTH, MULTISENSORY EFFECTS AND MORE SCALING POWER LAWS
In a reduced cerebral system as was described above, the sensory level may grow by intensifying the stimulus (it includes iterative temporal summation) and by sensory facilitation by adding other different stimuli, as was said in the first section. These mechanisms involve an increase of central nervous excitation being able to com-pensate in part for the neural mass lost. This capability to improve the perception is greater as the magnitude of the central lesion is greater, and is null or very low in a normal man. The best example is the extreme case M, who could approach the physiological and sensory level of the less intense case T, by the use of strong muscular stress (M facilitated) as shown in Fig. 2 . The inactive state, free of facilitation is difficult to achieve in acute cases as M since mere postural changes or weak stimuli modify the perception.
Concerning the effect of the intensity of the stimulus, Fig. 8 shows some examples of visual functions or qualities versus intensity of stimulation in a stationary regime [16, 18] . The well-known Stevens law relating perception P and stimulus S by a power law of the type
(considered an improvement of the Fechner law) was used to fit the data, the slope of the straight line in a log-log representation being the exponent m. Fig. 8 (a) shows the visual field amplitude of right eye in cases M, M facilitated by strong muscular stress (40 kg held in his hands), and case T, versus the illumination of a test object. As seen, the data fit rather well to Stevens straight lines, not very close of the highest values. The slope m of the fitting straight lines is remarkably close to 1/4 for M and M facilitated, and 1/8 for T. In Fig. 8(b) , similar representation is shown for the visual acuity in central vision, including a normal case. Straight lines with slope 1/4 fit rather well to the data of case M inactive, the central range of the data for M facilitated and T; and with slope 1/8 for a normal case. In Fig. 8(c) , it is shown in linear scale representation, how the perceived direction of an upright test white arrow tends to the normal value (upright direction) as the illumination of the arrow increases, for M inactive and facilitated. These data do not show an admissible agreement with a simple power law and the curves merely join the experimental points.
Concerning facilitation, its effect is shown in Fig. 9 , in log-log representation. Now the intensity of light on the test object was kept constant and low, say s. The data correspond also to a stationary regime [16, 18] . Fig. 9(a) shows the visual field amplitude of right eye in case M, versus facilitation by muscular stress holding in his hands increasing weights. The data fit to straight lines with slopes (Stevens' powers) 1/2 and 1/3 for the two different diameters of the white circular test object. A greater test object implies a greater stimulus, and we can see that it leads to a lower slope, i.e., to a lower effect of the facilitation. Fig. 9 (b) shows data under similar conditions as in Fig. 9 (a) but the sensory function measured is the recovery of the upright direction (180 o ) of an upright test white arrow that the patient perceived tilted or almost inverted (0 o ) under low illumination. The data fit to power 1/4. The novelty in Fig. 9(c) is that facilitation is supplied by illuminating the left eye which is not observing the object, the power of the fitting being 1/8 [26] . Note that the fittings of facilitation are much better than those of simple stimulation. The sensory growth by facilitation through other stimuli is a multisensory or cross-modal effect in the cerebral integrative process. Along all the cases reported in the literature on reversal of vision [25] , there are some of them in which the image was reinverted by multisensory facilitation (e.g., [36, 38] ). Facilitation by multisensory or cross-modal effects have been also observed in patients with visual deficits, e.g. [7, 9] , and also in normals, e.g. [1, 2, 6, 44, 45, 46, 47] .
The capability to improve the perception in central syndrome by multisensory facilitation was found to be greater as the deficit of excitability in the reduced ce- rebral system is greater, and as the primary stimulus (e.g., the constant value of light s and the size of the test object) is weaker [16] (see Fig. 9(a) ). The first of these conditions is in relation to what is observed recently [7, 48, 49] , and the last condition is also in agreement with recent observations [2, 47] .It was suggested [24] that the multisensory interaction in central syndrome leads to a nonlinear contribution to the cerebral excitation with stimuli, this being also in relation to recent suggestions [50] .
For the Stevens power laws, note that their validity is assumed to be restricted to limited ranges of stimuli, and they are not exempt from criticism. However, in connection with these laws, it is remarkable that many biological observable quantities are statistically seen to scale with the mass M of the organism, according to power laws Y = kM r , where most of the exponents r are multiples of 1/4. These scaling laws are supposed to arise from universal mechanisms in all biological systems (in our case, neural networks) as the optimization to regulate the activity of its subunits, as cells [51, 52] . Under the assumption that a stimulus S activates a neural mass M neur = αS β [26, 53] , the above power law of perception (2) becomes P = k(M neur ) β/m = k(M neur ) r , i.e., we recover a biological scaling power law of growth which would be the basis of the perception laws shown above. In cases where β would be close to unity [53] , then r ≈ m, and Stevens laws would exhibit quarter powers as seen in some of the cases here analyzed.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The functional model described highlights a functional unity and continuity of the cerebral cortex. This is reflected in the functional gradients according to which the specificity of the cortex is distributed with a continuous variation, giving place to regions where several specificities overlap significantly. A functional unity is suggested in the sense that for a sensory function to be normal, the integrative process must involve the whole specific gradient extended over the cortex and not only over the region with higher functional density. Multisensory integration would be involved in a greater degree in regions where the overlapping of the specific functional gradients is greater. This scheme affords an interpretation of the great variety of syndromes and responds to requirements formulated recently, as said in the introduction.
A neural mass lost in the rather unspecific region where the decline of several gradients overlap, as in the so-called central zone, is interpreted as a scale reduction in the nervous excitability of the cerebral system. The functional gradients associated to the different sensory qualities of a given sensory system become then affected allometricaly, leading to stages in perception of incomplete integration in a different degree for each quality. Inverted or tilted perception appears as an stage of incomplete integration. The higher or complex functions, which require greater nervous excitation (and then integration), are more affected and lost first. A functional continuity is manifested from elementary sensory functions to higher ones, according to their excitability thresholds, following a physiological order, as is shown in the dynamic disgregation of qualities as excitation diminishes. Allometric scaling laws account for the continuous variation of each quality (e.g., visual direction, acuity) in relation to another quality (e.g., visual field).
A growth in the sensory level, and then a more complete integration, is achieved by means of an increase in the primary stimulus or by multisensory facilitation, mechanisms which supply in part the neural mass lost. This capability is greater as the deficit is greater and the primary stimulus is weaker. The growth of the sensory level follows approximately scaling power laws that would emerge from the dynamics of biological neural networks.
Note that the approach exposed could be connected with those based on a distributed character of the cerebral processing and its adaptive and long-distance integrative aspects (e.g, [54, 55] ).
